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BJA PRI Projects

- **Virginia Department of CJS**: Evidenced-Based Practices and Principles in Pretrial and Misdemeanor Probation Supervision

- **Council of State Governments (CSG)**: justice reinvestment; housing; financial obligations; FBCO collaboration with corrections; guide to improving assessment procedures in corrections settings

- **Center for Effective Public Policy**: Self-evaluation tools for Community Corrections Agencies

- **Family Justice**: Family Support Model for Community Supervision; TA to BJA Reentry Sites
BJA PRI Projects cont’d

• **Urban Institute**: jail reentry project (Roundtable); The Role of Parole in Reentry

• **American Probation and Parole Assn. (APPA)**: reentry of meth addicted offenders; gang member reentry

• **BJA Training and Technical Assistance Program**: Training and technical assistance will assist states, localities, and tribes in their efforts to develop, implement, and enhance their reentry initiatives
BJA PRI Contact Information

• Julius Dupree, Policy Advisor for Corrections, 202-514-1928, julius.dupree@usdoj.gov

• Thurston Bryant, Policy Advisor for Corrections, 202-514-8082, thurston.bryant@usdoj.gov